CPR in Schools Training Kit empowers students to learn the core skills of CPR, choking relief, and AED skills— all in one class period. This easy-to-use educational kit developed by the American Heart Association is designed to specifically meet the needs of schools. It is portable and reusable, allowing for easy storage and convenient transportation from classroom to classroom.

HOW IT WORKS
Any educator or student can facilitate the training session in one class period. During the training session, students practice on a Mini Anne® Plus manikin while watching and learning CPR skills on the DVD. The kit comes complete with a facilitator guide and a facilitator binder that include a Lesson Plan, pre- and post-tests, a certificate of participation, and additional resources. This method is a research-proven way for students to learn and retain the lifesaving skills of CPR.

KIT CONTENTS
The CPR in Schools Training Kit (AHA product #15-1044) includes
- 1 wheeled classroom carry bag
- 10 Mini Anne Plus inflatable manikins
- 10 individual carry bags
- 1 hand pump for manikin inflation
- 5 practice-while-watching training DVDs (NOTE: DVD has not been updated to reflect 2015 Guidelines; however, guidance for providing necessary science updates to students is provided in the CPR in Schools Lesson Plan)
- 1 Facilitator Guide
- 1 Facilitator Binder that contains the Lesson Plan, pre- and post-test, and additional supplementary material
- 10 AED training simulators
- 2 mesh collection and storage bags
- 10 replacement airways
- 10 replacement face masks
- 50 manikin wipes

The all-in-one kit contains everything needed to facilitate CPR in Schools training for 10-20 students at once. The process can be easily repeated to train an entire class, grade, or even an entire school. One kit can train hundreds of students!